Year 4 homework ideas – Summer A
Please complete 4 out of the 10 activities (at least one from each subject). Please hand any homework in on Wednesday.
Our class book is Spy Master by Jan Burchett and Sara Vogler

English

Maths

 Imagine that you are a King or a Queen for the day. Write a
diary entry about all of the important duties and decisions you
have undertaken- were there any unexpected events that
happened?

 Can you fill in the grid so that the sum of
every row and column totals 65?

 Read about an English King or Queen and write a narrative poem
about them. Remember to include features such as: alliteration,
similes and metaphors.

 The answer to my question is 40. What could the question be?
Think of at least 8 different possibilities and use a range of
operations in your answer.

 Create a wanted poster for a King or Queen. You will need to
consider what attributes and characteristics are needed to carry
out such an important role.

 This is the start of a triangular number sequence: 1, 3, 6, 10,
15…Can you find the next 7 numbers in the sequence? Draw a
diagram or a picture of the rest of the sequence and explain what
is happening.

Other

 Design your own unique 1st class stamp. Take an A4 size piece of paper and draw your favourite king or queen. Think
about how you will make it as eye-catching as possible.
 Research one of the inventions that were designed and created during the reign of Queen Victoria. Present your
findings as either a fact file or a poster with pictures and diagrams.
 Make a crown fit for a King or a Queen! You may wish to research popular designs before you get started.
 Create a ten question multiple-choice quiz for someone else in your class to complete based on states of matter (solids, liquids and gases.)

